WOCOTEC 4406

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Wocotec 4406 is used for the indoor protection of ferrous metals. It is formulated for good resistance to humidity, is resistant to salt spray, and is especially resistant to acid vapors and fumes. It also has good lubricity characteristics and leaves a light oil film. Wocotec 4406 is an excellent choice for use in protecting bright, ground, or highly polished steel surfaces. It has good adhering power and may be used for the protection of parts in shipment, providing the parts are properly packaged and are not exposed to the weather.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

Viscosity @ 100 ° F, SUS………………110
Color, ASTM…………………………2.5
Flash Point, ° F………………………….330
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)….3%
Volatile, lbs/gal………………………0.22
Humidity Cabinet
120°F, 100% Humdity, hours……..>330
Indoor Storage of Parts, months……..5

SHIPPING CONTAINERS

Available in 5 gallon pails, 55 gallon drums, 275 gallon totes, or bulk delivery.

HEALTH & SAFETY

Material Safety Data Sheets are available for all Wallover products. Consult the MSDS for information regarding the storage, handling and disposal of this product.

WARRANTY

All reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the information provided in this publication is accurate. No warranties are expressed or implied since the use of this product is beyond our control.